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ABSTRACT
Analysis of the Kepler δ Sct star KIC 7106205 showed amplitude modulation in a single pres-
sure mode, whilst all other pressure and gravity modes remained stable in amplitude and
phase over the 1470 d length of the dataset. The Kepler dataset was divided into a series with
time bins of equal length for which consecutive Fourier transforms were calculated. An op-
timum fixed frequency, calculated from a least-squares fit of all data, allowed amplitude and
phase of each pulsation mode for each time bin to be tracked. The single pressure mode at
ν = 13.3942 d−1 changed significantly in amplitude, from 5.16± 0.03 to 0.53± 0.06 mmag,
but also varied quasi-sinusoidally in phase, with a characteristic period similar to the length
of the dataset. All other p and g modes were stable in both amplitude and phase, which is
clear evidence that the visible pulsation mode energy is not conserved within this star. Possi-
ble causes of the observed amplitude and phase modulation and the missing mode energy are
discussed.
Key words: asteroseismology – stars: oscillations – stars: variables: δ Sct – stars: individual
(KIC 7106205)
1 INTRODUCTION
The recent revolution in space photometry, facilitated by the
MOST, CoRoT and Kepler space missions, has dramatically im-
proved our understanding for a variety of different types of stars.
The vast increase in high quality data has driven remarkable ad-
vances into understanding both convection and the mechanisms that
drive stellar pulsations in A and F-type variable stars (Guzik et al.
2000; Dupret et al. 2004, 2005), i.e., the δ Sct and γ Dor stars.
Asteroseismology is a rapidly expanding field of astrophysics,
in which stellar pulsations and the internal structures of stars are
studied from periodic changes in brightness and radial velocity of
their surfaces. With more than 4 yr of high duty cycle data from the
Kepler space telescope, we are able to probe frequency and ampli-
tude modulation of pulsation modes in δ Sct and γ Dor stars. The
high-precision values of frequency, amplitude and phase for indi-
vidual pulsation modes in Kepler stars yield cleaner and richer am-
plitude spectra than can be obtained from a ground-based telescope
and, most importantly, a better insight into the various pulsation
excitation mechanisms.
A little more than a decade ago, Rodrı´guez & Breger (2001)
commented in their catalogue of δ Sct and related stars, that “severe
selection effects exist” in ground-based observations, which made
any analysis requiring high-precision values, such as mode identi-
fication, difficult. However, Kepler data are not limited by many of
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the observational biases encountered when using ground-based sur-
veys, such as poor signal-to-noise and aliasing caused by large gaps
in the data. In this paper, we demonstrate the superiority of space
photometry, and in particular Kepler data, for asteroseismology and
the study of pulsational amplitude modulation.
1.1 The Kepler Mission
The Kepler space telescope, launched in 2009 March, has recorded
photometric observations of more than 190 000 stars at the µmag
precision level (Koch et al. 2010). The Kepler telescope is in a
372.5-d Earth-trailing orbit and the field of view covered approx-
imately 115 deg2 in the constellations of Cygnus and Lyra. The
primary goal of the Kepler mission was to locate Earth-like plan-
ets in the habitable zone of their host star using the transit method
(Borucki et al. 2010).
The main mission came to an end in 2013 May when the tele-
scope lost the function of a second reaction wheel that was vital for
the still-pointing of the spacecraft. Since the failure, the mission
parameters have been changed and the telescope is now observing
in the plane of the ecliptic, because in this position solar torques
can be balanced so that spacecraft drift can be controlled with min-
imum loss of propellent (Haas et al. 2014). The new mission has
been named ‘K2’, and provides a variety of targets, such as young
stars and star-forming regions, supernovae, white dwarfs, and the
Galactic centre (Haas et al. 2014). The telescope may no longer be
collecting data on the original target list, but there is more than 4 yr
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of high quality data available to study on a variety of different stel-
lar objects – a goldmine for scientific discoveries.
Kepler data are available in two formats, long and short ca-
dence (hereafter called LC and SC respectively). Kepler’s primary
mission goal required a short integration time in order to max-
imise the number of data points for each transit of a planet in front
of its host star. This was achieved by the SC data, which had an
integration time of 58.5-s. However, this limited the number of
stars that were observed at this cadence to 512 at any one time
(Gilliland et al. 2010). LC data had an integration time of 29.5-min
and consequently, the maximum number of LC targets was 170 000
(Jenkins et al. 2010). Therefore, a compromise between the number
and temporal resolution of Kepler targets was chosen for a given
observing time. Most target stars were chosen to fulfil Kepler’s
primary goal of detecting planetary transits, but approximately 1
per cent of all targets were reserved solely for asteroseismology
(Gilliland et al. 2010).
LC data are grouped in quarters, denoted by Q[n], where
n = 0 – 17, which lasted for approximately 93 d, although Q0, Q1
and Q17 were approximately 10, 30 and 30 d, respectively. SC data
are denoted by Q[n]M[m], where m = 1, 2 or 3. Every quarter, Ke-
pler had to roll 90 degrees in order to keep its solar panels pointing
towards the Sun and the radiator for keeping it cool pointing into
deep space. Therefore, a star rotated its position on the focal plane
4 times throughout an entire Kepler year. For a detailed review con-
cerning the differences in SC and LC asteroseismology using Ke-
pler data and also the differences in the data processing pipelines,
see Murphy (2012).
1.2 Delta Scuti Stars
Delta Scuti stars are the most common group of pulsating A-type
stars, which lie at the intersection of the main sequence and the
classical instability strip on the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram.
Whilst on the main sequence, they range from A2 to F0 in spectral
type and lie between 7000 6 Teff 6 9300 K (Uytterhoeven et al.
2011).
The δ Sct pulsations are excited by the κ-mechanism, which
operates in the He II ionisation zone, and consequently pressure (p)
modes and gravity (g) modes are observed (Chevalier 1971). The
changes in opacity, and therefore pressure, of a parcel of gas rela-
tive to its surroundings are analogous to a piston in a heat engine
cycle. The result is a periodic expansion and reduction in the ra-
dius of the parcel of gas giving rise to the nomenclature of pressure
modes. Typical periods for p mode pulsations in δ Sct stars range
from 15 min to 5 h (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011). See Breger (2000a)
for a thorough review of δ Sct stars.
1.3 Gamma Doradus Stars
Gamma Doradus stars have only been recognised as a distinct cate-
gory of pulsating objects in the last two decades (Kaye et al. 2000).
They have similar effective temperatures and luminosities to δ Sct
stars, such that both types of star occupy overlapping regions on
the HR diagram (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011). Most γ Dor stars ob-
served by Kepler lie on the main sequence and range between
F5 to A7 in spectral type and between 6500 6 Teff 6 7800 K
(Uytterhoeven et al. 2011). However, using Hipparcos photometry,
Handler (1999) found that γ Dor stars lie between 7200 6 Teff 6
7700 K, which illustrates that a difference in the definition of the
red edge of the instability strip can cause confusion between distin-
guishing γ Dor and δ Sct stars. Therefore, knowledge of the star’s
pulsation frequencies is essential in order to classify the pulsator
type.
Even though they have similar spectral parameters to δ Sct
stars, pulsations observed in γ Dor stars are driven by a differ-
ent mechanism: the flux modulation or flux blocking mechanism
(Guzik et al. 2000; Dupret et al. 2004; Grigahce`ne et al. 2005).
Pulsation driving requires the local convective timescale at the base
of the convection zone to be similar to, or longer than the pulsation
period, such that convection cannot adapt quickly enough to damp
the pulsations (Guzik et al. 2000). These buoyancy driven, g mode
pulsations have much longer periods than p modes observed in δ Sct
stars and range between 8 h and 3 d (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011).
1.4 Hybrid Stars
Due to the unprecedented photometric precision, high duty-cycle
and length of Kepler data, more pulsation modes have been ob-
served in a variety of stellar types than was previously possible.
Some stars have been found to exhibit modes in both the γ Dor
regime (ν < 4 d−1) and the δ Sct regime (ν > 5 d−1). At-
tempts have been made to catalogue the many different types of
behaviour that these stars present. For example, it has been sug-
gested that δ Sct/γ Dor hybrids and γ Dor/δ Sct hybrids are two
distinct groups (Grigahce`ne et al. 2010).
Classifying a hybrid star often requires a visual inspection
of the light curves for the star, which can be a lengthy process.
Nonetheless, it is clear that a significant fraction of A- and F-type
stars exhibit at least some form of hybrid behaviour. The once sep-
arate groups of γ Dor and δ Sct stars overlap more than was pre-
viously thought as some stars show pulsations excited by the two
different mechanisms (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011). From analysis of
the complete Kepler dataset catalogue, at least 23 per cent of all A-
and F-type stars can be classed as hybrid stars (Uytterhoeven et al.
2011).
These stars are ideal test candidates to study pulsation en-
ergy conservation between the p and g modes, and also between
the modes and the driving zones, for both opacity and convective
driving. If, for example, the visible pulsation energy is conserved
within a star, then any decrease in mode amplitude in one or more
modes would result in any number of other modes increasing in
amplitude and vice versa. This concept has not been thoroughly in-
vestigated before now, and it is important to understand whether
a star’s pulsation energy budget is constant, especially on such a
short time scale as 4 yr. If a star does not conserve its pulsation
energy, then it may be transferred to either the convection or ioni-
sation driving zones, or to another damping region.
2 AMPLITUDE MODULATION
The vast number of stars available to study within the Kepler
dataset has allowed the variety of observed stellar pulsations to be
probed. Prior to space-based missions that were useful to astero-
seismology, ground-based observations of variable stars had been
limited to observing pulsations with amplitudes larger than a few
mmag. Even so, some δ Sct stars contained some constant and some
extremely variable pulsation modes (Breger 2009). There are few
examples of stars that demonstrate this behaviour, and some case
studies are given below.
From theoretical studies of δ Sct stars, mode-coupling
is expected between different combinations of frequencies
(Dziembowski 1982). Parametric resonance instability can occur
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Table 1. Stellar parameters listed for KIC 7106205 in the Kepler Input Catalogue (Brown et al. 2011) and the revised values given in Huber et al. (2014).
Teff log g [Fe/H] Radius mv Contamination
(K) (cm s−2) (dex) (R⊙) (mag) (%)
KIC (Brown et al. 2011) 6960 ± 150 4.05 ± 0.15 -0.01 ± 0.15 1.78 ± 0.89 11.46 0.005
Revised KIC (Huber et al. 2014) 6900 ± 140 3.70 ± 0.15 0.32 ± 0.15 3.23 ± 0.61 - -
in which the instability of a linearly driven mode at ν1 causes the
growth of two modes at ν2 and ν3 such that ν1 ≈ ν2+ν3, satisfying
the resonance condition (Dziembowski 1982). The decay of either
a linearly driven p or g mode into 2 g modes is most likely as lin-
early driven modes usually have low radial orders (Dziembowski
1982). Observationally, this is difficult to confirm due to the ex-
tremely low g mode amplitudes and the complexities of different
mode-coupling mechanisms at work within a star. However, with
the high precision of the Kepler data, we can now begin to address
this question.
2.1 Case Studies
In a recent paper, Breger & Montgomery (2014) analysed a rapidly
rotating A-type star, KIC 8054146, and observed mode-coupling of
two ‘parent’ modes that produced a single ‘child’ mode, as pre-
dicted by the resonance condition given by Dziembowski (1982).
The amplitude changes of a combination mode are predicted to fol-
low the product of the amplitude changes in the two parent modes,
which was subsequently used to identify which modes were the par-
ent and child modes (Breger & Montgomery 2014). KIC 8054146
contained 349 statistically significant frequencies in the range 0 <
ν 6 200 d−1, including three separate ‘families’ of frequencies
whose amplitude variations of the low frequency members corre-
lated with the high frequency ones (Breger & Montgomery 2014).
Thus, energy seemed to be conserved between the visible pulsation
modes in KIC 8054146.
Analysis of the δ Sct star 4 CVn over 40 years showed modes
that appeared and disappeared unpredictably, which illustrated
mode stability in A-type stars (Breger 2000b, 2009). A single
p mode at ν = 7.375 d−1 decreased in amplitude from 15 mmag
in 1974, to 4 mmag in 1976 and to 1 mmag in 1977, after which
a phase jump occurred and the mode began increasing in ampli-
tude again (Breger 2000b). Observations suggested that other fre-
quencies were strongly coupled to the ν = 7.375 d−1 mode and
Breger (2000b) speculated that power was being transferred be-
tween modes by mode-coupling and suggested a few plausible pos-
sibilities:
(i) Mode Beating: a simple beating model is supported by the
observed phase change, which suggested that two modes of similar
frequency and amplitude were beating against each other. However,
the poor quality of the fit from this model led to this hypothesis
being rejected (Breger 2000b).
(ii) Re-excitation: the mode decayed and soon afterwards was
re-excited with a completely random phase. However, this does not
require the phase change of half a cycle that was observed (Breger
2000b).
(iii) Stellar Cycle: the apparent periodic behaviour of the mode
amplitude could be evidence of a stellar cycle as cyclic periodicity
in mode amplitude cannot be explained by stellar evolution (Breger
2000b).
With more data, Breger (2009) found that the mode variability
could be fitted with a period of decades - far longer than the cur-
rent dataset available for the star. Therefore, without seeing even a
single cycle for this mode, it was difficult to test the stellar cycle
hypothesis. Therefore, the amplitude modulation in 4 CVn remains
an unsolved problem.
A different form of amplitude modulation was seen in the Am
star KIC 3429637 (HD 178875), which showed continual growth
in mode amplitude across 2 yr of the Kepler dataset (Murphy et al.
2012). It was shown that two of the three most prominent modes
grew in amplitude, whilst the other decreased – changes in all three
modes required different functional forms. Murphy et al. (2012)
demonstrated that this was not an instrumental effect, as all modes
would decrease or increase with the same functional form if the
modulation was instrumental. Murphy et al. (2012) concluded that
real-time evolution of the star across 2 yr of observations was seen.
As the star evolved, the changes in the different pulsation cavities
modulated the observed pulsation amplitudes (Murphy et al. 2012).
Even though they may act as useful case studies, it is diffi-
cult to draw conclusions concerning amplitude modulation from a
few stars, conclusions that may have been speculative and specific
to the case study in question. This is strong motivation for study-
ing this phenomenon in detail using the much larger number of
stars showing amplitude modulation within Kepler data. Clearly,
it is important to understand the various interactions between dif-
ferent pulsation modes, even those that are driven by different ex-
citation mechanisms, which reinforces the importance of studying
hybrid stars and understanding the stellar pulsations they produce.
To that end, the following hypothesis has been tested: Is the visi-
ble pulsation energy conserved within KIC 7106205? From this, an
investigation of energy conservation and mode-coupling followed.
3 DATA RETRIEVAL: FROM STAR TO SCREEN
In order to maximise the number of case studies of amplitude mod-
ulation, and to create a catalogue of modulated δ Sct and γ Dor
stars, a data retrieval and processing method has been automated
for all stars between 65006Teff 6 20 000 K in the Kepler Input
Catalogue (KIC; Brown et al. 2011). Since Kepler’s launch, the re-
sultant photometric time-series have been through several versions
of the different data processing pipelines, the latest being the multi-
scale Maximum A Posteriori (msMAP) implementation of the Pre-
search Data Conditioning (PDC) module1. Data are available from
MAST2 in FITS file format, which were downloaded for stars be-
tween 65006Teff 6 20 000 K in the KIC and stored locally. These
FITS files were then processed to produce time series in reduced
Barycentric Julian Date (BJD - 2400000) and normalised magni-
tudes for each quarter of LC and month of SC data for every star.
1 Kepler Data Notes: https://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/data release.html
2 MAST website: http://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/
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Figure 1. Top Left Panel: The light curve of all LC Kepler data for KIC 7106205. Top Right Panel: The light curve of KIC 7106205 with all significant peaks
prewhitened down to 8µmag except for ν =13.3942 d−1. Bottom Panel: The discrete Fourier transform of all LC Kepler data for KIC 7106205 out to the
Nyquist frequency of 24.51 d−1. The sub-plot in the bottom panel shows the g mode frequency regime which contains several low amplitude frequencies.
A pipeline for producing Fourier transforms for each quarter of LC
data was also automated and stars that met the criteria of significant
amplitude modulation of at least one pulsation mode were flagged
for further study.
The light curve of KIC 7106205 in the top left panel of Fig. 1
shows reduction in the amplitude of variability of the star on a
timescale less than the length of the dataset, which spans a total
of 1470 d (4 yr). No data points have been deleted and no gaps have
been interpolated in the time series for this star.
The KIC parameters for KIC 7106025 and the revised values
from Huber et al. (2014), with their respective errors, are given in
Table 1. The values of Teff (6900 K) from both of these catalogues
are consistent and characterises KIC 7106205 as an early F-type
star. KIC 7106205 demonstrates a conclusion stated in Huber et al.
(2014) that stars with Teff 6 7000 listed in the original KIC have
robust values for Teff . The revised values of log g and metallicity
are sourced from spectroscopy and demonstrate the inconsistencies
between spectroscopy and photometry for deriving log g and metal-
licity values.
In their overview of A- and F-type stars, Uytterhoeven et al.
(2011) classify KIC 7106205 as a pure δ Sct star (i.e. shows no evi-
dence of hybrid behaviour) and also a possible binary system. How-
ever, the analysis done by Uytterhoeven et al. (2011) used only Q0
and Q1 of the Kepler dataset and as such, the resultant frequency
resolution with only 40 d of data was 0.025 d−1(≈ 30µHz). With
1470 d of LC data available for KIC 7106205, consisting of 65 308
data points, the frequency resolution was 6.8×10−4 d−1(≈ 8 nHz),
and thus frequencies from stars with 1470 d of Kepler data
are well-resolved. As for possible binarity, the target pixel files
were also extracted from MAST, and it was clear that there
was negligible contamination from background sources. Con-
trary to Uytterhoeven et al. (2011) we found in this analysis that
KIC 7106205 is a single star. There is no evidence of the pulsa-
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tional frequency modulation that would be found in a binary system
(Shibahashi & Kurtz 2012).
The Nyquist frequency of LC Kepler data is
1/(2∆t) = 24.51 d−1, where ∆t = 29.5-min is the cadence
of the data. On board Kepler the data were regularly sampled, but
due to the orbit of the spacecraft, barycentric corrections were
made to the time series in order to correct for the difference in light
arrival time of the photons to the barycentre of the solar system
and to the telescope respectively (Murphy, Shibahashi & Kurtz
2013). This correction modified the time stamps in the time series
to be in BJD and resulted in a cadence which was not constant.
An advantage of the unequally-spaced data allows one to easily
identify Nyquist aliases using super-Nyquist asteroseismology
(Murphy, Shibahashi & Kurtz 2013).
4 A FOURIER VIEW
When analysing asteroseismic data, a normal approach is to use all
data in a single Fourier transform, which maximises the signal-to-
noise ratio and frequency resolution. In the following subsections,
we explain the differences and advantages between using all data
simultaneously compared to dividing the data into time bins, when
performing a Fourier analysis of Kepler data.
All the amplitude spectra produced in the analysis of
KIC 7106205 were discrete Fourier transforms and the method for
calculating these numerically is described in detail in Deeming
(1975). The midpoint of the entire time series, t0 = 2 455 688.77
(BJD), was chosen as the zero point in time when calculating every
amplitude spectrum, in order to estimate phase errors accurately
over 1470 d when applying nonlinear least-squares fitting in other
parts of the analysis. For the time-based approach, a bin length of
50 d was chosen, which was a compromise between temporal and
frequency resolution. Note that changing the bin length to another
value between 30 and 100 d did not significantly alter the results,
but only the number of data points in Fig. 4. The midpoint of each
50 d time bin was used as the time value label on the x-axis in all
plots. The step size in frequency in the amplitude spectrum was de-
fined as 1/(20 T ), where T is the length of each dataset in days,
so that every peak was fully resolved. All of the above steps en-
sured that the resultant values of frequency, amplitude and phase
were reliable and consistent throughout the analysis, but also that
they were of sufficient accuracy to have been used as input into a
least-squares fit.
4.1 All Data Simultaneously
The amplitude spectrum for all LC data for KIC 7106205 is shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. As discussed in section 1.4, there are
two frequency regimes: g modes have frequencies ν < 4 d−1 and
p modes have frequencies ν > 5 d−1. The amplitude spectrum of
KIC 7106205 contains many p modes that are clearly visible be-
cause of their high amplitudes compared to the noise level. Due to
these strong p mode amplitudes, the g modes were drowned in the
noise and associated window patterns of the p modes. In order to
see the g modes easily, frequencies outside of the g mode regime
were pre-whitened down to 3µmag. The strongest 8 g modes and
9 p modes were used throughout the analysis of KIC 7106205 and
are given in Table 2. Since this was not a peak bagging exercise,
through out this paper we refer to all peaks as the 17 peaks given
in Table 2, as these have strong amplitudes for their respective fre-
quency regime, i.e. A > 0.1 mmag for p modes and A > 0.01 mmag
for g modes.
The most prominent pulsation mode has a frequency of
10.0324 d −1 with an amplitude of 4.525± 0.022 mmag. In order
to establish whether this mode was stable in frequency and ampli-
tude, the peak was prewhitened with a sinusoidal function, given as
equation 1, where y is the resultant prewhitened function, Ai is the
amplitude, νi is the optimised frequency obtained from the nonlin-
ear least-squares fit, φi is the phase in radians, and t is the time nor-
malised to the centre of the dataset, specifically t0 = 2 455 688.77
(BJD). The index i refers to a particular mode.
y = Ai cos(2πνi(t− t0) + φi) (1)
The amplitude spectrum of the residuals of this fit was cal-
culated and used to examine what periodicity remained within the
data after a frequency had been removed from the associated time
series. This process was performed for all peaks and it was found
that all modes were stable down to at most 10µmag, except for
ν = 13.3942 d−1. A resultant prewhitened light curve is given in the
top right panel of Fig. 1, in which the significant amplitude modu-
lation of the remaining mode can be seen.
In the prewhitened amplitude spectrum, the pulsation mode at
ν = 13.3942 d−1 is not a resolved single peak, which is shown on
the right side of Fig. 2. For comparison, the strongest stable fre-
quency at ν = 10.0324 d−1 is shown on the left side of Fig. 2. The
top and bottom panels are before and after prewhitening each peak
respectively. The remaining mode amplitude after prewhitening the
peak at ν = 13.3942 d−1 was approximately 1 mmag, which was the
result of the peak being unresolved over the length of the 1470 d
dataset. A single frequency value output from a least-squares fit of
all the data was unable to remove the various frequencies and cor-
responding amplitudes produced by this mode over 1470 d. Hence,
mode amplitude remains after prewhitening – a clear result of am-
plitude modulation. Since the p mode changed in frequency and
amplitude over the length of the dataset, when all data were used
in the amplitude spectrum, an unresolved peak was seen. It is im-
portant to note that this is the only pulsation mode that showed this
behaviour and all others were stable in frequency and amplitude,
remarkably stable to parts-per-million. This establishes that δ Sct
stars can have modes stable to this high precision over 4 yr.
4.2 Dividing the Data into 50 d Segments
The data were divided into 30 bins, each 50 d (except for the
last one which was 20 d) in length, which allowed amplitude and
phase to be tracked for all modes against time. An amplitude
spectrum was calculated for each bin, and the resultant values
of amplitude and phase optimised using a least-squares fit with
fixed frequency. This showed that the amplitude of the p mode at
13.3942 d−1 decreased over the 1470 d dataset, from 5.161± 0.031
to 0.528± 0.055 mmag. This is clearly demonstrated in the right
panel of Fig. 3, in which a section of the amplitude spectrum con-
taining the modulated p mode and other stable modes was tracked
throughout the entire dataset. The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the
g mode regime tracked throughout the 1470 d dataset. The g modes
do show small variations in amplitude, but these are negligible.
They also show no phase variation and thus are considered to be
stable in both amplitude and phase, as any amplitude modulation is
within the errors calculated from the least-squares fit.
The fixed frequency for each mode used for tracking ampli-
tude and phase throughout the dataset was obtained from a least-
squares fit using the frequency, amplitude and phase of the peak
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Table 2. Frequencies with their associated amplitudes, phases with respective errors, extracted using a least squares fit of 1470 d of data for KIC 7106205.
Linear combination frequencies are labelled and pulsation constants are given for the identified real frequencies. The table only gives the g and p mode
frequencies with amplitudes > 0.01 mmag and > 0.1 mmag respectively.
ν Amplitude Phase Comment Pulsation Constant
(d−1) (mmag) (rad) (d)
g1 0.6949 0.036 ± 0.006 0.231 ± 0.153 g1 = g8 - g7 Q = 0.3247
g2 0.8153 0.016 ± 0.006 2.993 ± 0.357 g2 = g8 - g5 Q = 0.2767
g3 0.8697 0.089 ± 0.006 2.986 ± 0.063 Q = 0.2594
g4 1.7397 0.027 ± 0.006 -3.029 ± 0.209 Q = 0.1297
g5 2.5464 0.008 ± 0.006 2.014 ± 0.659 g5 = g8 - g2 Q = 0.0886
g6 2.6108 0.016 ± 0.006 -2.280 ± 0.349 Q = 0.0864
g7 2.6669 0.015 ± 0.006 -1.791 ± 0.381 g7 = g8 - g1 Q = 0.0846
g8 3.3618 0.020 ± 0.006 0.487 ± 0.284 g8 = g7 + g1 Q = 0.0671
p1 8.0193 0.291 ± 0.006 -1.612 ± 0.019 Q = 0.0281
p2 9.0588 0.591 ± 0.006 -2.940 ± 0.009 Q = 0.0249
p3 9.9821 0.291 ± 0.006 -3.160 ± 0.019 Q = 0.0226
p4 10.0324 4.525 ± 0.006 1.602 ± 0.001 p4 = p5 - g1 Q = 0.0225
p5 10.7273 2.009 ± 0.006 -2.257 ± 0.003 p5 = p4 + g1 Q = 0.0210
p6 10.8477 1.036 ± 0.006 0.065 ± 0.005 p6 = p4 + g2 Q = 0.0208
p7 11.4421 0.205 ± 0.006 -1.008 ± 0.027 Q = 0.0197
p8 16.4530 0.144 ± 0.006 0.382 ± 0.034 Q = 0.0137
pmod 13.3942 1.444 ± 0.006 -1.007 ± 0.004 pmod = p4 + g8 Q = 0.0168
pmod = p5 + g7
pmod = p6 + g5
Figure 2. The left panel shows the amplitude spectrum for the strongest stable pulsation mode at ν = 10.0324 d−1 and the right panel shows the amplitude
spectrum for the modulated pulsation mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1. The top and bottom parts of each panel show the amplitude spectrum before and after
prewhitening respectively for each pulsation frequency. Note the change of y-axis scale for the stable mode and the fixed y-axis scale for the modulated mode.
from the high-resolution amplitude spectrum for all data as input
parameters. The values of amplitude and phase were then optimised
using this fixed frequency for each time bin in turn. The corre-
sponding amplitude and phase values for the mode at 13.3942 d−1
for each 50 d bin of data are given in Table 3 and shown graphi-
cally in the right column of Fig. 4. The same method for tracking
amplitude and phase for all other frequencies given in Table 2 was
performed. The results for the mode at 10.0324 d−1 are included in
the left column of Fig. 4 for comparison. 1σ uncertainties for values
of amplitude and phase are given in Tables 2 and 3, and shown in
Fig. 4, which were calculated from the least-squares fitting routine.
It is clear that the amplitude of the 13.3942 d−1 mode dropped
significantly and the phase changed over the length of the data set,
while all other mode frequencies were stable in both amplitude and
phase. We now discuss the implications of these observations.
5 DISCUSSION
The hypothesis proposed in section 2 concerning amplitude modu-
lation has been successfully tested: Is the visible pulsation energy
conserved in KIC 7106205?
Small changes in amplitude were observed in the g modes, but
these changes were negligible as the errors on amplitudes were rel-
atively much larger on smaller values. Moreover, the changes in
g mode amplitudes were not sufficient to explain the significant
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 3. Going from left to right, row by row, the left and right panels show the amplitude spectra for consecutive bins of 50 d of Kepler data for KIC 7106205
for the g mode and p mode regimes respectively. The y-axis range is kept fixed in both panels, in order to show the slight modulation in g mode amplitudes and
the significant reduction in amplitude of the p mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 in each successive amplitude spectrum. All other p modes remain stable in frequency
and amplitude.
Figure 4. The left panel contains amplitude and phase plots for the strongest stable mode at a fixed frequency of 10.0324 d−1 over 1470 d. The right panel
contains amplitude and phase plots for the modulated mode at a fixed frequency of 13.3942 d−1 over 1470 d. The x-axis is the midpoint of each 50 d time bin
in BJD – 2 400 000 d and phase values were calculated relative to the midpoint of the 1470 d time series. 1σ uncertainties for amplitude and phase values are
also plotted, which were calculated from the least-squares fitting routine. The error bars are generally smaller than the data points. Note the y-axis scales are
the same for both modes.
decrease in amplitude of the mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1. Since the
modulated mode was decreasing in amplitude, one would expect
the g mode amplitudes to increase, if energy were to be conserved
between the visible pulsation modes. Since, the negligible variation
in the g mode amplitudes also show a slight decrease in amplitude
over the dataset, the energy from the mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 is
not being transferred to the g modes.
Table 2 lists the frequencies, amplitudes and phases with re-
spective errors of the g and p modes used in this analysis. It also
labels the frequencies most likely to be combination frequencies.
The pulsation constants were calculated using equation 2,
log Q = log P +
1
2
log g +
1
10
MBol + log Teff − 6.454 (2)
where P is the pulsation period in days, MBol is the bolomet-
ric magnitude (a value of MBol = 1.2 was calculated using Teff
and log g in comparison with the Pleiades main sequence) and
other parameters have their usual meanings with values taken from
Huber et al. (2014). The modulated p mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 is
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Table 3. Amplitude and phase values optimised using a least-squares fit
analysis for a fixed frequency of 13.3942 d−1 for each 50 d time bin, where
N is the number of data points in each time bin. The phases are all with
respect to the time zero point t0 = 2 455 688.77 (BJD).
Midpoint of Bin N Amplitude Phase
BJD - 2400000 (d) (mmag) (rad)
54978.53 2121 5.161 ± 0.031 -1.284 ± 0.006
55028.53 2258 4.634 ± 0.030 -1.184 ± 0.006
55078.53 2208 4.113 ± 0.030 -1.096 ± 0.007
55128.53 2339 3.607 ± 0.029 -1.003 ± 0.008
55178.53 2179 3.126 ± 0.030 -0.908 ± 0.010
55228.53 2178 2.716 ± 0.030 -0.824 ± 0.011
55278.53 2283 2.295 ± 0.030 -0.744 ± 0.013
55328.54 2287 1.907 ± 0.030 -0.686 ± 0.016
55378.54 2315 1.576 ± 0.029 -0.656 ± 0.019
55428.54 2379 1.300 ± 0.029 -0.651 ± 0.022
55478.54 2312 1.037 ± 0.029 -0.669 ± 0.028
55528.05 2307 0.850 ± 0.029 -0.731 ± 0.035
55586.43 1391 0.705 ± 0.038 -0.858 ± 0.054
55628.54 2078 0.633 ± 0.031 -0.972 ± 0.049
55678.54 2390 0.599 ± 0.029 -1.125 ± 0.048
55728.55 2200 0.598 ± 0.030 -1.230 ± 0.050
55777.89 2310 0.603 ± 0.029 -1.304 ± 0.049
55828.66 2272 0.618 ± 0.030 -1.340 ± 0.048
55878.10 2031 0.632 ± 0.031 -1.345 ± 0.050
55929.93 2116 0.645 ± 0.031 -1.336 ± 0.048
55978.55 2077 0.653 ± 0.031 -1.309 ± 0.048
56028.54 2332 0.661 ± 0.029 -1.270 ± 0.044
56078.52 2335 0.647 ± 0.029 -1.219 ± 0.045
56128.53 1945 0.640 ± 0.032 -1.170 ± 0.050
56178.54 2379 0.626 ± 0.029 -1.120 ± 0.046
56228.54 1985 0.603 ± 0.032 -1.074 ± 0.053
56278.53 2387 0.575 ± 0.029 -1.011 ± 0.050
56328.53 1808 0.558 ± 0.033 -0.950 ± 0.059
56378.54 2062 0.545 ± 0.031 -0.910 ± 0.057
56413.77 663 0.528 ± 0.055 -0.869 ± 0.104
subject to combination effects, but since the g mode amplitudes are
so small and their variation is negligible, it is unlikely that these
combination effects are the cause of the significant amplitude mod-
ulation. The strongest pulsation frequency at ν = 10.0324 d−1 has
a pulsation constant of Q = 0.0225 d, which suggests that is a first
or second radial overtone mode (see Stellingwerf 1979). The mod-
ulated mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 has a pulsation constant of Q =
0.0168 d which suggests it is a third or fourth radial overtone mode.
Since none of the p modes have Q-values greater than the 0.033 d
expected for the radial fundamental mode, there is no evidence of
any mixed modes.
From the amplitude spectrum of all data, we found that the
amplitudes of the 8 highest p and 8 highest g modes were stable to
at most 10µmag, and a single modulated mode at 13.3942 d−1 was
unstable. Amplitude and phase values, optimised by least squares
fitting, for a fixed frequency were also tracked across 1470 d and
found to be stable for all modes except ν = 13.3942 d−1. The most
important point to note is that KIC 7106205 is a star that contains
pulsation modes, stable in frequency and amplitude to remarkable
levels of precision, but also contains a single pulsation mode that is
not. This behaviour is astrophysical and is not an instrumental ef-
fect. If this were an instrumental effect, one would expect all modes
to decrease (or increase) in amplitude by the same amount over the
length of the dataset. Since a significant decrease in amplitude of
the pulsation mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 was observed and all other
modes were stable in frequency and amplitude, it is concluded that
the visible pulsation energy was not conserved. In the following
subsections, the possible causes of the amplitude modulation and
quasi-sinusoidal phase variation are discussed.
5.1 Causes of Decreasing Mode Amplitude
Analysis of KIC 7106205 showed a single mode that decreased
in amplitude by an order of magnitude, on a timescale less than
1470 d, with all other modes remaining stable in amplitude and
phase. This star is an example of a hybrid star within the Kepler
dataset with p and g modes, but also both stable and unstable pul-
sation modes, among which visible energy is not conserved. The
energy from this modulated mode has gone somewhere other than
into the visible pulsation modes, as all other modes were observed
to be stable in frequency and amplitude. The following are possible
causes of the amplitude modulation observed in KIC 7106205.
(i) Energy is lost to the convection or ionisation zone: The en-
ergy may have been lost to the convection zone or He II ionisation
zone, both of which are driving regions in δ Sct and γ Dor stars.
This suggests that driving and damping are unstable processes on
the time scale studied for some pulsation modes, but not for others.
We conjecture that this is a function of the structure of the mode
cavity with respect to the driving zones, particularly the positions
of the radial nodes. Modelling studies might shed some light on this
conjecture, and further observational studies of the Kepler hybrid
stars will illuminate the range of mode stability characteristics ob-
servationally. Similar behaviour was reported by Breger (2000a)
from ground-based study of the δ Sct star 4 CVn. KIC 7106205
demonstrates how much more clearly we can examine mode sta-
bility with the nearly continuous, high precision Kepler 4 yr data.
(ii) Mode Beating: The change in amplitude of the modulated
p mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 is unlikely to be the result of unresolved
frequencies beating. The amplitude spectrum of the full 1470 d data
set shows a broad peak not consistent with only two unresolved
modes, hence a hypothesis of beating of unresolved mode frequen-
cies would require more than two. That is further supported by
the apparently non-periodic behaviour of the amplitude variabil-
ity, coupled with the quasi-sinusoidal phase variability. This case
is not similar to that of 4 CVn, where Breger (2000b) did suggest
beating of unresolved mode frequencies. Finally, for mode frequen-
cies to be unresolved in the 1470 d full Kepler data set, they have
to be closer in frequency than 8 nHz. It is an unresolved question
whether two mode frequencies can be this close in a pulsating star
and still maintain their independent characters. Modelling studies
are needed to address this question.
(iii) Stellar Evolution: Pulsations are the result of the balance
between the driving and damping mechanisms in a star. Could the
modulation of the ν = 13.3942 d−1 mode be the result of evolution-
ary changes in the structure of KIC 7106205, which lies close to
the red edge of the δ Sct instability strip (Uytterhoeven et al. 2011)?
The answer to that question is not known, but for it to be true, the
pulsation cavities would need to be finely tuned for all other modes
to show the high level of stability observed.
(iv) Mode-Coupling: As mentioned in section 2, theory of δ Sct
star pulsations predicts mode-coupling that can affect pulsation
frequencies. Dziembowski (1982) derived a parametric resonance
condition of ν1 ≈ ν2 + ν3, in which a low radial order, lin-
early driven mode, ν1, is able to decay into two other modes, ν2
and ν3. The most likely outcome is two g modes with low ampli-
tudes. If the g modes are not observable, then this hypothesis can-
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not be verified. Small and negligible changes in amplitude were
seen in the low-amplitude g modes present in KIC 7106205. How-
ever, the only combination frequencies that included the mode at
ν = 13.3942 d−1 do not exclusively involve two g modes that sat-
isfy ν1 ≈ ν2 + ν3. Moreover, the small amplitudes of the ob-
served g modes cannot explain the amplitude modulation seen in
the mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 according to the parametric resonance
theory of Dziembowski (1982), as the amplitudes of the coupled
modes need to be comparable. No growth of g mode amplitudes
was observed. Breger & Montgomery (2014) do observe parent-
daughter mode-coupling in Kepler data of the unusual δ Sct star
KIC 8054146, but we see no similar behaviour in KIC 7106205.
We consider it unlikely that mode-coupling to g modes that are not
visible in the amplitude spectrum is an explanation for the changes
in the 13.3942 d−1 mode. However, we cannot rule our coupling
to high degree (high ℓ) modes that are not visible in broadband
photometry. A hypothesis of mode-coupling to unobservable high
degree modes is not testable with Kepler data. This does not con-
tradict our conclusion that we have tested the hypothesis of energy
conservation in observable modes.
5.2 Quasi-sinusoidal Phase Variations
A remarkable outcome of this analysis was the sinusoidal variation
in phase of the p mode at a fixed frequency of ν = 13.3942 d−1.
This cannot be the result of frequency modulation in a binary sys-
tem (Shibahashi & Kurtz 2012), since that would affect all pul-
sation frequencies and would not generate amplitude modulation.
The changes in the 13.3942 d−1 mode are internal to the star. A
magnetic cycle with changes confined to the thin surface convec-
tion zone might conceivably affect only the highest radial overtone
mode. However, the existence of lower amplitude modes with even
higher frequencies, such as the one at ν = 16.4530 d−1 listed in Ta-
ble 2, argues against this.
We know that the pulsation frequencies in the Sun are vari-
able over the solar cycle (Chaplin et al. 2000, 2007), but whether
such an effect is possible in δ Sct stars is unknown. In the case
of KIC 7106205 the lack of any indication of periodicity in the
amplitude modulation of the 13.3942 d−1 mode does not support
a hypothesis of cyclic behaviour, and we note that for the phase
variation there is only one cycle that may, or may not continue to
vary quasi-sinusoidally. The possibly periodic nature of this vari-
ation suggests that the mode may become re-excited in the fu-
ture and start to increase in amplitude once again, but with only
a single cycle observed, this is very speculative. This was not ob-
served in the amplitude and phase variations of 4 CVn, as the re-
excited pulsation mode in that star was preceded by a phase shift
of half a cycle (Breger 2000b, 2009). Quasi-sinusoidal phase varia-
tion was also observed in pulsation modes in KIC 8054146, which
Breger & Montgomery (2014) interpreted as mode-coupling, since
they could observe the coupled modes in that star. We cannot do
that for KIC 7106205. We therefore reach no conclusion about the
quasi-sinusoidal phase variation of the 13.3924 d−1 mode, but sim-
ply note it.
6 CONCLUSIONS
KIC 7106205 is an ideal case study of a δ Sct star that exhibits am-
plitude modulation because only a single pulsation mode is mod-
ulated over the length of the dataset, whilst all other modes re-
mained highly stable in both frequency and amplitude. We showed
that this amplitude modulation is astrophysical, not instrumental.
A single p mode at ν = 13.3942 d−1 decreased in amplitude from
5.161± 0.031 to 0.528± 0.055 mmag over 1470 d. The missing
mode power was not seen to increase the amplitude of any exist-
ing p or g mode, nor did it excite any new visible modes in either
of the low or high frequency regime. Hence, we conclude that the
visible pulsation energy is not conserved in KIC 7106205.
There are two possible explanations for the lost mode en-
ergy: mode-coupling or loss of mode energy to the convection
zone and/or the pulsational p-mode driving He II ionisation zone.
We suggested that mode-coupling to g modes is not a likely ex-
planation, as even though g modes are visible in hybrid stars such
as KIC 7106205, none of the g modes observed meet the criteria
specified in Dziembowski (1982). We cannot rule out coupling
to high degree modes that are not visible in broadband photome-
try. Breger (2000b) speculated that power can be transferred be-
tween pulsation modes by a mode-coupling mechanism but was
unable to completely explain the amplitude modulation observed
in 4 CVn. Similarly, Breger & Montgomery (2014) concluded that
a mode-coupling mechanism was operating in KIC 8054146, in
which amplitude and phase variation of many different modes was
observed. A similar mode-coupling mechanism could be at work
within KIC 7106205 and such effects are important if one is to
fully understand the mechanisms that excite pulsation modes and
the physics that governs hybrid stars within the instability strip. Al-
ternatively, if mode-coupling is not the explanation, then the lost
energy must have been transferred somewhere in the star; whether
this is caused by a decrease in driving in the He II ionisation zone,
or an increase in damping elsewhere is not known.
Stellar evolution theory and convection models predict that
real-time evolution of a star can be observed with a dataset as short
as a few years. Murphy et al. (2012) analysed a ρ Puppis star, in
which two pulsation modes grew in amplitude over the time span
of the dataset. They concluded that the growth in mode ampli-
tude might be the result of the pulsation driving zone being driven
deeper within the He II ionisation zone, which is predicted by stel-
lar evolution models for this star. Therefore, the star was evolving
in real time over the 2 yr of observations. Since a decline in mode
amplitude was observed in KIC 7106205, it is unlikely that this is
the same effect. It does mean that stellar evolution can operate on
short timescales, on the order of years, but does not provide sup-
port for the amplitude modulation being caused by the outer layers
of KIC 7106205 altering the pulsation cavity for the 13.3942 d−1
mode. The mode at 13.3942 d−1 is not the highest overtone ob-
served in KIC 7106205, it is unlikely that stellar evolution is the
solution to the amplitude modulation seen, as a higher frequency
mode at ν = 16.4530 d−1 was observed to be stable.
Both mode-coupling to high-degree modes and energy being
lost to a damping region could explain the amplitude modulation
seen in KIC 7106205. The analysis of the star does not distinguish
which is more likely, only that the energy lost from the modulated
mode was not transferred to any of the existing observed pulsation
modes. In reality, both solutions could be operating in congruence,
as both are feasible solutions to the observed amplitude modula-
tion, which further complicates the issue of testing the hypothesis
of energy conservation between pulsation modes.
These conclusions are speculative, but this is a step toward un-
derstanding the phenomenon of amplitude modulation within δ Sct
and γ Dor stars using the Kepler dataset. What is certain is that the
hypothesis concerning energy conservation between visible pulsa-
tion modes has been successfully tested and proved not to be the
case in KIC 7106205. This problem of mode stability is widely ob-
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served in pulsating stars. For stochastically driven, solar-like and
red giant pulsators there is no problem understanding changes in
mode amplitude and phase, given the stochastic nature of the driv-
ing. For heat engine pulsators, the situation is unclear.
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